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Abstract

In this study we use the experiences from the service industry and explore pre-requisites of the e-health market which will need to achieve to stimulate both sides of the market (vendors, healthcare organizations, government, institutions, corporations and services organizations) to interact with each other and develop demand driven services and social innovations. The results presented in this paper may be of interest for decision makers, industries (e.g. software or technology designers), small and medium enterprises (SME) and entrepreneurs with an interest in becoming a part of the e-health market, and for consumers (e.g. healthcare personnel and patients) that are willing to influence the market through their choices. The outcomes of the study shown that the role of virtual brokers is essential to the further development of a sustainable e-health market globally because its role as catalyst for interaction between the two-sides of the markets, its effects on the reduction of competitive constrains, its effects on the accessibility to broader network of actors and its effects on the support of public-private exchanges of knowledge and experience.
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1. Introduction

Over the last few years, the trend has been to innovate healthcare delivery through increasing patient involvement and engagement as part of developing a
For this reason, much effort has been put to improve interactions between and within producers and consumers of healthcare services in order to co-create social innovations. Strategies have been developed around the world to meet the challenges that the transition to a more patient-centered system demands. In parallel with this, the e-health industry continues to expand as a push market. Vendors develop products that are aimed to address the healthcare challenges of the millennium (e.g., improve productivity, personalized medicine, round the clock monitoring, and empowerment of patients) and to find arenas for interaction between producers and consumers and private and public actors to identify and co-create demand driven services that match preferences and needs of consumers (e.g., healthcare organizations and patients).

Demand driven innovations are essential for companies to remain competitive in an increasingly complex, uncertain and changing environment such as the e-health market. While the possibility exists to increase adaptability while providing several direct benefits to the producers and, consequently, to its customers, e.g., quicker and cheaper innovation cycles, reduction of transaction costs, access to embedded information, etc., the co-creation of social innovations presupposes the existence of catalysts that make the right connections and links between producers and seekers of services while also facilitating the interaction between the two sides of the market. In the past, the discussion about issues that can contribute to developing a sustainable market for e-health services has been limited to identifying issues related to defining, designing and implemented specific e-health services. The market for social e-health innovations, however, in addition to offer good commercializable ideas that spin out new business, or that improve existing business, has shown the need to more proactively use virtual platforms as tools for to facilitate matching between the two sides of the market and as a mediator that bring benefits, tangible and intangible, to both sides.

In this study we use the experiences from the service industry to explore pre-requisites the e-health market needs to achieve to stimulate both sides of the market (vendors, healthcare organizations, government, institutions, corporations and services organizations) to interact with each other, and to develop demand driven services and social innovations. The results of this study may be of interest for decision makers, industries (e.g. software or technology designers), small and medium enterprises (SME) and entrepreneurs who are interested in

---

1. Social innovations include several different actors that cross the boundaries of organizations to innovate and co-produce services. Social innovations in a healthcare context include actors from both public and private organizations.

2. E-health refers to health services and information delivered or enhanced through the Internet and related technologies. In a broader sense, the term characterizes not only a technical development, but also a state-of-mind, a way of thinking, an attitude, and a commitment for networked, global thinking, to improve health care locally, regionally, and worldwide by using information and communication technology.

3. The e-health market was estimated to have a market size of approximate USD 85.44 billion in 2014 and is expected to reach USD 308.0 billion by 2022.
becoming a part of the e-health market in the future, and for consumers (e.g., healthcare personnel and patients) who are willing to influence the market through their choices.

2. Method

The present study is based on previous research that was performed by the authors and reported in a book entitled “E-health two sided markets: Implementation and business models, 2016”. We use also experiences from one service industry that uses virtual platforms as brokers which enable parties to benefit from trade or from interactions with partnerships. These benefits arise because the parties enjoy a reduction of transactions costs by minimizing costs for duplication, advertising and media support. We also use information that was obtained from a series of interviews and from a literature review that was performed in two previous studies [16] [17]. The first of these studies identified the challenges that customers and providers consider of importance to develop a sustainable market for social innovations. The second study sampled knowledge about challenges and opportunities associated with the development of a market for social innovations. We use the knowledge gained in those studies to illustrate the demands and expectations consumers and entrepreneurs have to join the e-health market and to compare expectations from the two sides of the e-health market with the goals the service market has when using brokers.

The paper has the following structure. First we discuss virtual brokers and the service industry and identify a list of outcomes that enable the development of social innovations. We then discuss the e-health market and describe how the aforementioned outcomes could enable the development and co-creation of social innovations for e-health. We then suggest specific requisites that the e-health market should guarantee to attract the two sides of the market.

2.1. Virtual Brokers and the Service Industry

The number of stakeholders in the service industry have greatly increased and their interactions between these stakeholders has become more complex [18] [19]. This increase in complexity has made cooperation for innovation less straightforward. Virtual brokers are thus required to established links and to support the flow of information among the actors, but also to incentive them to enhance cooperation.

For many years the service industry has moved from push market to pull market that begins with the demand rather than the supply. In such a market, virtual platforms, are used as brokers that remove barriers for communication, build arenas for interaction between the two sides of the market, consumers and producers, and also offer the necessary marketing infrastructure that allows to

4The term “broker” has given rise to the connotation of virtual platforms that brings people together and that offers the possibility to strategically interact and match actors that pursue similar objectives. Brokers are facilitators of interaction and cooperation in innovation systems, and their activities extend throughout the two-sides of the market.
diminishing commercialization efforts, the develop of innovative business models, the use of distribution channels that made the services universally accessible and that at the same time offer demand driver services [19]. The use of brokers has facilitate the development of a space where interactions can take place between stakeholders that are different enough to have new knowledge but related enough to understand each other. This leads to the creation of innovations in a many to many relationship as demanded by the service industry [20] where brokers are expected to have the role of “systemic intermediaries”.

Brokers in the service industry, are however, not only platforms that facilitate interaction between different stakeholders, they also offer software applications, innovative supply chain models [12], and mechanism or strategies that allow the follow up and re-use of services for further innovate. The use of virtual brokers has resulted in that firms of different sizes can enter to the market and benefit from using common virtual platforms (the broker). Some of the benefits include the reduction of competitive constrains, access to broader network of actors who exchange ideas and values, and the support of public-private exchanges of knowledge and experience [17].

The use of brokers in the service industry has made it possible to:

• Provide a platform that enables producers and consumers interact with each other as they identify demand driven services.
• Provide access to an infrastructure that the consumers cannot access in single markets (one producer, one consumer).
• Signal relevant market activity that make the both sides valuable to join up the platform.
• Apply principles, policies, and use networks that encourage consumers to use and trust the broker.
• Use innovative business and payment models.
• Offer multi-homing alternatives through the presence of several providers and suppliers (multi-homing) that offer comparable services and that have similar degrees of acceptance among the consumers.

Virtual brokers further allow the service industry the possibility to change the structure of the industry. This has been realized in terms of vertical integration (for tighter control and higher profit extraction power) and in terms of vertical disintegration (by using licenses that help to expand the market) [19].

One of the most important characteristic that virtual brokers possessed is the fact that they are entrepreneur-focused (as opposed to simple business focused). They help innovators and entrepreneurs realize their initial ideas all the way through to products that directly benefit from such collaboration and networking. Consequently, the sustainability of the brokers, much depends on factors such as: the existence of corporate social responsibility, the existence of policies and guidelines to guarantee quality, security and safety issues of relevance for the two sided of the market, the existence of networks that guarantee transparency and prevent market inefficiencies (e.g. monopolies, cartel, and negative external
effects) [21], and the capacity to guarantee the development of long-term strategic planning and a dynamic evolution of the market [22].

2.2. Virtual Brokers and Social Innovations: Is the E-Health Market Ready to Use Virtual Brokers to Stimulate the Co-Creation of Social Innovations?

Technological developments, innovations, and the use of electronic devices across the world provide numerous opportunities for prominent players in the e-health market to achieve the goals of the e-Health Action Plan, namely to innovate healthcare for the 21st century [6]. The increasing use of tablets, smartphones, as a quick and easy mode of communication is likely to supplement the growth of the market. However, concerns related to the lack of reimbursement policies and the absences of brokers who can facilitate interaction of the two sides of the market currently hamper growth in the e-health market. Note that in this market innovations are created by using embedded knowledge from actors outside the boundaries of the organization [23] [24] [25] [26].

To meet the demands of this marketplace, a series of portals and virtual platforms, normally owned by healthcare authorities, county councils, insurance companies etc, has been globally and nationally developed. These portals and platforms usually allow free access for patients to, for instance, health record systems and advice from healthcare personnel. They are, however, not specifically built arenas or forum where interoperability or an interchange of knowledge between the two sides of the market can take place. Outputs from interviews with representatives from the two sides of the markets (customers and suppliers) and from the literature review performed in previous studies, as mentioned in the method chapter, shown that there are a number of challenges that are of key relevance for to achieve and develop a sustainable e-health market that can stimulate co-creation and at the same time produce and deliver social innovations.

In general it seems that the lack of arenas in which consumer and producers can communicate and interact [26] to reduce costs related to interoperability to develop demand driven social innovations, are the major issues that constrain the development of the e-health market today. Further, there seems to be a need for to clarify rules and for to develop structures and arena that can be used to support interoperability and interaction between consumers and providers to be able to access and use the embedded knowledge they have in order to develop demand driven services and social innovations [13] [24] [26]-[31]. The development of innovative and alternative business models that sustain alternative payment and reimbursement alternatives also seems to be important [32] for the two sides of the market. Not with standing this, the absence of information of specific laws and regulations for different contexts and organizations, as well as obstacles to communication due to a changing environmental and changes in the actors also poses problems for those who has the ambition to join the e-health two-sided market of today [27] [28].
Comparing the outputs identified by providers and consumers in the studies focused in the e-health market, with the outcomes the use of virtual brokers have made possible for the service industry, it seems that there are no major differences between them (See the Table 1). An important question is how virtual brokers in e-health can meet demands of transparency in ownership, security and safety, and trust in communication [33]. Whilst simultaneously being subject to an open market that follows rules for the supply of services and regulates the entrance into the market.

Table 1. List of issues that are considered of key relevance by both sides of the e-health market and its correspondence with the main outcomes identified in the service industry as a consequence of the use of virtual brokers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lists of issues considered of key relevance by both sides of the e-health market to produce and deliver social innovations</th>
<th>Main outcomes to use brokers in the service industry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• A new view of doing business</td>
<td>• Provide a platform that enables producers and consumers interact with each other as they identify demand driven services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Accessibility to equivalent services</td>
<td>• Offer multi-homing alternatives through the presence of several providers and suppliers (multi-homing) that offer comparable services and that have similar degrees of acceptance among the consumers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Information about the type of services offered (complementary, substitutes, equivalent, belonging a base basket or considered as “luxury services” not necessary but useful to sample and register individual based information)</td>
<td>• Signal relevant market activity that made the both sides valuable to join up the platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• An open market that allows actors to compete and collaborate with each other</td>
<td>• Provide access to an infrastructure that the consumers cannot access in single markets (one producer, one consumer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Rules for the supply of services and entry to market</td>
<td>• Use innovative business and payment models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Interoperable structures that reduce transaction costs</td>
<td>• Apply principles, policies, and use networks that encourage consumers to use and trust the broker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Structures that allow to use consumers’ embedded knowledge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Alternative innovative business, payment and reimbursement models</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Knowledge to create new services that bring added value</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Knowledge about the needs and the kind of services that match inter- and intra organizational demands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Shared accesses to individual data for personalization of services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Organizational demands and eventual legal differences between different kinds of organizations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the above, it seems rational to argue that brokers in the e-health market, in addition to facilitate an arena for interaction and co-creation of social innovations, need to guarantee the match between specific request that the e-health market presupposes and the demand of attracting firms and organization to produce and co-produce demand driven services. We suggest therefore, that e-health brokers who want to develop a sustainable arena of interaction and co-creation where both sides of the market are present consider to:

• Develop guidelines and policies regarding ownership of services and pre-requisites for access to the market and clear stipulate whether.
  - The services should be owned 1) by an intermediary (for example a county council, a healthcare unit, an insurance company, a pharmaceutical company); 2) by agents (for example a patient organization, or by the company that produce the service), or 3) whether an alternative ownership model should exist.
Contractual arrangements and property rights should be 1) generic or 2) specific depending the type of the services.

Access to any virtual broker should be restricted to a limited number stakeholders of whether the broker will use an open source principle.

Property rights are to be regulated by contracts or whether the services be open source.

- Offer Multi-home alternatives. In a market in which consumers’ preferences are sufficiently homogenous (due the nature of the services offered) and given that they will guarantee quality, safely and privacy, the existence of several providers can contribute to an increase in social welfare. This is especially the case; if there are several providers of the same type of services that can guarantee the access to alternative that are equal equivalent to each other (“multi-homing”) Multi-homing alternatives should further increase the degree of competition while contributing to diffuse innovations to a higher number of customers.

- Develop networks that diminish risks. The main challenge is the development of a coherent, sustainable and trusting arena were all relevant information can be transferred from all producers to all consumers in a structured, well defined, complete, and undistorted manner. To offer an arena for interaction that will attract risk-adverse actors, brokers will further need to guarantee the existence of several types of networks such as:

  - Knowledge networks to develop new ways of thinking, where security and safety issues that can be helpful in solving transnational problems can be discussed. Knowledge networks should further support knowledge creation around products, services, goods and disseminate ideas for social innovation and order to align developers and customers’ needs in a realistic manner.

  - Policy networks to create policies even though they are not necessarily networks for government policy makers. Networks activities should cover the full range of steps in policy process (beyond to policy proposals) including agenda setting, policy formulation, rulemaking, coordination, implementation, and evaluation and developing of security policies and principles.

  - Advocacy networks to change the agenda or policies of governments, corporations or other institutions. An advocacy network challenges business leaders to rethink not only their business strategy, but also their larger purpose and role in the global marketplace. Such a network should contributes to the visualization of important issues for the e-health area as well as the pre-requisites different health-care systems demand.

  - Watchdog networks to ensure business of transparency, where institutions are scrutinized so as to ensure that they behave appropriately. Topics range from corruption and the environment to financial services. Customers and producers can evaluate the value of services at levels not possible before. The area for interaction the brokers offer should characterized as transparent, prepared for developing a brand or reputation that is sustainable over time,
facilitates management systems, early warning systems and the visualization of open source support systems.

3. Discussion

While the e-health market is rapidly becoming fundamental to the provision of health and social care, efforts to establishing a market in which consumers and providers can interact with each other, benefit from each other and co-produce social innovations has increase. In view of the challenges the e-health market is confronted with as it strives to achieve sustainability, virtual brokers can have an strategic role to both accelerating the diffusion of services, and in facilitating interaction and in sustaining collaboration between the two sides of the market [34]. We thus consider the e-health market as a “pull market” in which consumers and producers interact with each other as they develop demand-driven services.

A mayor difficulty for the e-health market today, is the fact that many innovations are often incremental and form part of a continuous process of numerous small-scale advances. Outlooks of the e-health market often discuss the need to covers several perspectives including political, technological, economic perspectives, and issues related to international cooperation, In addition, the needs to develop trust, security and cost-effectiveness of the services are also of importance. Furthermore, the e-health market needs to consider socio-technical and economic issues as it supports a sustainable relationship among the various industry participants, providers of e-health services and customers.

This is done so that the is able to solve externalities that affect the market, including laws, regulations, policies, market restrictions (for example, the price the consumers pay for the services, as in the case of the Scandinavian countries where the prices are regulated by policies and demand solutions such as subventions, roof prices, existence of public owned monopolies, etc.). The market must also improve operability so as to better maximize benefits for both sides of the market, namely the market and the individuals (consumers and patients) who use the e-health system.

From the interviews and the literature review that was previously performed, we learn that a general constrain for further development of the market is the absence of “connected services”. The lack of information on whether some services will be complex, single, for example is also an issue because the level of responsibility providers can have. In today’s market it is not clear who will be offering the services, how they will be accessible and how consumers’ knowledge will be used to improve services. Entrepreneurs do not seems to be willing to both distribute and finance the services.

A central task for the future of the e-health market is, therefore, to actively investigate what services or social innovations consumers actually want. It is not longer an innovation to merely offer delivery of drugs or delivery of medical devices, or to offer “bank services” (i.e. online payment, etc.) and so on. The lack of
capacity to capture embedded knowledge, individual preferences and attitudes [34], or knowledge about the inter-temporal use of e-health services, are major hurdles to enter the market. Consequently, considerable effort needs to be made in the future, if we are to better understand and integrate customer orientation into the design and deployment of e-health services and intermediary platforms.

Innovation researchers emphasize the importance of brokers in networks. Brokers connect stakeholders who are not familiar to each other but also allow them to improve upon the new combinations that are essential to the demand of innovation [34]. Virtual e-health brokers may bundle features that provide value to both sides of the market and maximize social welfare. Finally, because sustainable development of the e-health market depends a great deal upon the market structures that will be developed, the intermediaries will take the role as brokers and the development of infrastructures that allow information to flow within and between the two sides of the market. Learning from the service industry and extrapolating good experiences from this industry will allow us to avoid continuing to work with explorative approaches. Instead, concrete market innovations should be made. Much of the desired improved collaboration between the two sides of the e-health market requires a long-term perspective, and a willingness in investors that is based on the expectation that the collaboration will continue for a long time. It is rarely possible to specify in advance exactly how this might take place. If the service industry succeeds 1) in developing virtual brokers that work and 2) in developing co-owned joint ventures with guarantees of continued cooperation between their business partners, then the e-health market should definitely benefit from their experiences. The current imperfect interaction between the two sides of the e-health market is often not a result of unwillingness of the concerned parties to interact with each other, but of a lack of capacity, structures, and incentives to interact effectively. Enterprises or organizations that will play a role as virtual brokers in the future can close the gap. This will especially be the case if brokers can be shown to have a good reputation and a degree of independence from the major stakeholders in the process and the overall innovation system. This does not mean that brokers necessarily need to belong to specialized organizations, as is the case for the majority of the portals that have been developed in the area today. It can also be possible that organizations with legitimacy in the service area act at watchdog networks and guarantee the legitimacy of the brokers. In this context, they have an important potential role in contributing to the development of policies and guidelines and to the discussion of these policies and guidelines with industries and stakeholders who are interested in becoming brokers, locally and even globally.

4. Conclusion

The role of virtual brokers is essential for the evolution of the service market. They have contributed to the promotion of services; they match the demand
with the best available services (based on customer needs and wants) and they provide the infrastructure that is needed to allow different parties to come into contact with each other, thereby reducing transaction costs and duplication costs. Virtual brokers also offer alternative business models. Virtual brokers have taken on the role of being “watchdogs”, ensuring that the ecosystem that the broker offers are used to provide “good things”, for example, by preventing market inefficiencies (e.g., monopolies, cartels, and negative external effects). Virtual brokers help in the continuous scaling of new collaborative ideas, encourage interoperability and cooperation among individuals, organizations and companies as they share information, build alliances, and develop complementary products and services. In further research it will be of interest to investigate if and how the two sides of the market are willing to use the brokers developed in the service industry to interact with each other and develop social innovations. It is also of importance to validate the theoretical assumptions that are presented in this paper with the industries, organizations, and customers, and to enquire of them which additional pre-requisites, if any, are necessary to consider as the e-health market continues to expand. Finally, it is also of relevance to sample knowledge about preferences regarding the type of brokers that will be chosen, whether they are private or public, or belong to companies that have not traditionally been active in the e-health market, but have experience in creating a space where providers and customers can meaningfully interact with each other.
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